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A small, easy to use command line program that picks a face from a
picture and then brings it to life. Features: Face detection and camera
control in one tiny package. Pick, crop and animate your picture in no

time. Choose one of the provided faces, or draw your own. Choose any
color you want. Draw with lines, colors or fill-ups. Contains animated
icons and friendly sounds. Liked it? Write a review. Recommended for
you v1.1 - Fix a bug in the icon theme where it only added every 4th
face- Another bug where the program closed when printing after the
first face- The initial image was sent without cropping, changing it

now- The face is now drawn inside the box- The exit button is now the
"Done" button- Added an icon for the main button- The main button
now has an up and down arrow v1.0 - Initial release If you like this

program, please give it a 5 star rating! Note: This program is a port of a
program that is no longer maintained. Use at your own risk. Version

0.6.2.3 beta portable • Fix a bug in the icon theme where it only added
every 4th face- Another bug where the program closed when printing

after the first face- The initial image was sent without cropping,
changing it now- The face is now drawn inside the box- The exit button
is now the "Done" button- Added an icon for the main button- The main
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button now has an up and down arrow • The exit button is now the
"Done" button- Added an icon for the main button- The main button

now has an up and down arrow • Add a new option to let the program
choose the angle of the cropping area • Fix a bug in the icon theme

where it only added every 4th face- Another bug where the program
closed when printing after the first face- The initial image was sent

without cropping, changing it now- The face is now drawn
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Nov 19, 2012 - PickMeApp is pleased to announce our new update: PickMeApp Beta 0.6.2.3 ... well known Portable
Application Description (PAD) format. If you are already using PickMeApp, simply upgrade to the latest version. Download
PickMeApp from the official website. PickMeApp is pleased to announce our new update: PickMeApp Beta 0.6.2.1. If you're
already using PickMeApp, just update the program to the latest version. PickMeApp is pleased to announce our new update:
PickMeApp Beta 0.6.2.4. If you're already using PickMeApp, just update the program to the latest version. fffad4f19a
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